Guidelines for neuropathologic diagnostics of perinatal unexpected loss and sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS): a technical protocol.
In light of the growing information on the pathophysiology and clinical aspects of unexpected perinatal loss and sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS), a novel approach to the inherent problems by pathologists has become necessary. Herein, we propose an up-to-date protocol for accurate examination of the central autonomic nervous system and of the cardiac conduction system, which can encompass morphological and/or functional abnormalities of reliable epicritical value in unexplained perinatal loss and SIDS, particularly in those cases (still quite numerous) lacking adequate clinical documentation. Anatomo-pathologic examination of the central autonomic nervous system includes an in-depth study on histological serial sections of the brainstem, cerebellum, and spinal cord, where the main structures participating in control of the vital functions are located. For the histological study of the cardiac conductions system, serial sections were obtained from two blocks, including the sino-atrial node and the atrio-ventricular system, respectively. This type of updated investigation is yielding important arguments for a broader discussion of the pathogenesis of unexpected stillbirth, early neonatal death, and SIDS, besides allowing a more complete forensic-medical documentation of individual cases.